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Disclaimer  
This seminar provides general information only. It has been 
prepared without taking into account your individual 
objectives, financial situation or needs. You must not rely on 
this information alone as a sole or primary source of advice 
or guidance for the purpose of making decisions about your 
superannuation options.  
 
If you are interested in exercising your options in LGIAsuper 
in relation to a matter referred to in this presentation you 
should obtain the relevant Product Disclosure Statement 
and consider contacting an LGIAsuper representative who 
can give you appropriate advice which does take into 
account your particular objectives, financial situation and 
needs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Let’s talk about 
 

Budgeting and planning 

Growing your super 

Reviewing investments 

Protecting yourself and your 
family 

Nominating a beneficiary 

How we can help 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This seminar will broadly cover some key points to consider in order to build a pathway to financial security.  They include:Budget and planGrow your SuperReview investmentsProtect yourself and your familyNominate a beneficiaryHow we can helpThe aim of today’s seminar is to give you some practical tips that you can action straight away. There may be some that will take a bit more time to put in place but you will have a better understanding of what’s involved and the next steps to take.  



Women 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Women tend to 

Have varying work patterns 
Be more likely to work  
part-time 
Have lower life time 
average earnings 
Have more conservative 
attitudes towards risk 
Live longer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of which lead to disparity between men’s and women’s retirement balances.The ASFA statistics below shows the Super balance gap gets wider as we get older. For example, the average Super balance for:Males		30-34		$35,373Females	30-34		$25,549Males		60-64		$292,510Females	60-64		$138,154The end result is women retire with an average of $90,000 less than their male counterparts*So…what can you do to build financial security?*ASFA Superguru 2016 reference



Making (and sticking to) a 
realistic budget 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making and maintaining an accurate budget is the foundation of any successful financial plan and is the cornerstone of wealth creation and financial security.There is no one size fits all model when it comes to budget planning as we all have different incomings and different outgoings based on our personal circumstances. 



Allocation of income 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my 10 years of working with people of different ages, life stages, backgrounds, family situations, incomes and lifestyles, I have found that using the pie chart as a guide is not only realistic, but also sustainable.Allocating half of your household income to fixed costs may seem like a lot but it includes mortgage and other loan repayments, school fees, groceries, bills – all of those costs you wish you didn’t have to pay for but do. They add up pretty quickly and unless you are fortunate enough not to have a mortgage, I think you’d agree these costs easily account for half of your expenditure.Allocating a quarter of your household income to future costs is what can help you get ahead and also reduce the financial impact on you and your family if something unforeseen happens. Future costs include extra mortgage or loan repayments, health and personal insurance premiums, extra contributions to Super, putting money into a savings account, investing in other assets such as a share portfolio etc.And a budget wouldn’t be realistic let alone sustainable if you didn’t allocate a quarter of your household income to FUN! This includes holidays, going out to dinner, coffee, wine, shopping - anything that you would put into the lifestyle/discretionary category.



Helpful tools 
https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/tools-and-resources/calculators-and-
apps/budget-planner  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The budget planner on the government’s moneysmart website is a fantastic tool. I like it because it breaks down the different areas of spending and includes almost every conceivable outgoing – even ones you didn’t know you had until filling this in. It also lets you choose the frequency of expenses e.g weekly, fortnightly, monthly, annually and gives you a breakdown of where you send your money.Some points for successful budgeting:Make time to sit down and complete a budget – sounds simple but life gets in the way and it is not at the top of most people’s to do list including mine!Be realistic. How many coffees a week do you really have?Use your first budget as a “stock take” exercise. Become aware of where your money is going, what your biggest expenses are and how quickly the little things add up!Be realistic. Is what you think you can cut back on and save really the case?Commit to a budget. Discuss it with your partner and children so everyone is on the same page. If you have children, it is a great way for them to learn the principals of budgeting too.Be realistic. Revisiting your budget regularly. This is the best way to stick to something, stay motivated and on trackBe kind to yourself. If you fall off the bandwagon because of an unforeseen expense that is out of your control, don’t let it derail your budget, just give yourself time to get back on trackMoneysmart also has a TrackMySPEND app which will help you keep on top of your budget.



Do I have enough? 

 
It’s all about the money! 

 
How much is enough? 

 

Must haves 
 

Would likes 
 

Wish list 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may be asking yourself why am I talking about retirement as the average age in this room is 40? I’m much too young to think about retiring!Women retire on average with around half as much in their superannuation as men and 37% of women report having no personal income at the age of retirement. We know that some contributing factors include time out of the workforce to raise children, separation and divorce, death of a partner, caring for elderly parents, changing careers and working part time to name a few.So…the earlier you start planning, the bigger difference you will make to your financial security. Retirement or financial independence represents the ultimate goal and provides an end point to work back from.So, what can you do to start planning for a financially secure retirement?I encourage the members I work with to start with the bigger picture and ask themselves questions such as:What does retirement look like? Will I stop work completely or work a little? How will I fill my days?Is travel on the cards? Big trips, little trips, Australia or overseas?For those who have partners, how will my partner’s and my plans fit together?Once you have started brainstorming ideas, the critical question to ask yourself is:How much will I need to live on?Three tiers of spending:‘Must haves’ – the essential spends such as putting food on the table, fuel in the car, keep a roof over our heads etc.‘Would likes’ – keeping things comfortable and includes things like private health cover, updating motor vehicles, eating out and establishing/supporting hobbies.‘Wish list’ – regular travel, guilt-free purchasing, (dream vehicle), etc.It’s also important to consider the ‘celebration spends’ – where a lump sum may be required immediately upon retirement…. to pay-off mortgage, do the world trip, buy the four wheel drive, etc. 



How much is enough? 

Source: ASFA Retirement Standard (December Quarter 2015) 

Status Modest Comfortable 

Single male (Queensland) $23,747 $40,921 

Single female (Queensland) $23,926 $43,208 

Couple (Queensland) $34,403 $59,245 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone’s income needs are different, however the Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia regularly research what Australians are spending in retirement.These figures are the latest from ASFA and show what people are spending to support a modest lifestyle and what people spend to support a comfortable lifestyle.Figures are based on the assumption of owning own home. Modest lifestyleSlightly better than the Age pension but still only able to afford fairly basic activitiesComfortable lifestyleIncludes a broad range of leisure and recreational activities and a good standard of living through the purchase of :household goodsprivate health insurancereasonable cargood clothingrange of electronic equipmentdomestic and occasional international travel90% of women will retire with inadequate savings to fund a comfortable lifestyle in retirement.



LGIAsuper calculator 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have a concept of how much retirement income to target, the next step is to estimate what you will have available when you stop working. Remember, when planning, consider your combined household wealth as opposed to individual wealth. For example, if you have a partner, include their income and any assets held in their name. Add in investments outside Super too such as investment properties, shares, cash etc. Women live on average for 5 years longer than men, so if you are a member of a couple, factor in sustaining retirement income until the younger person’s life expectancy.There are some great retirement planning calculators on the internet and LGIAsuper have a very useful ‘Retirement income calculator’. The results depicted are illustrative only and not intended to provide a recommendation in relation to a financial product or as a substitute for professional advice. You should consider seeking professional advice from an Australian financial services licensee before making any decision. Date of Birth: Tony 28/03/1952  Kathy 21/02/1952Retiring age: 65Salary: Both earning  $50,000	Super Balance: Tony $400, 000 - Kathy $250 000Contributions:Tony12% employer 6% before tax –Kathy 9.5% Calculator Assumptions: Admin Fee 0.21%Invested in default option until retirement and balanced after retirementSuper runs at 89 Age pension entitlement is based on current rules and test limits. Findings:The findings from Tony and Kathy using our retirement income calculator if they would like their super to run out at age 89.Based on the situation as a couple they would be eligible for a part pension, and they would both draw an income if they were to start an account based pension with their superannuation accounts.For example the first year Tony and Kathy would have the following income:Tony: 	$35,514 p.aKathy: $22,092  p.aAged pension: $6,745 p.a.The figures are just an example of how a couple retiring could structure the income from a range of sources.



Strategies to grow your super 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will look at 2 key ways to grow your Super:Consolidate andContribute 



Consolidate 

Save on fees 
 

Easier to keep track 

of and manage 
 

ATO Super Search 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consolidating Super can help:Save on feesMake it easier to keep track of your Super and manageIf you think you have Super but can’t remember where, you can do a lost super search on the ATO website



Types of contributions 

Employer 
 

Member 
• After tax 
• Salary sacrifice 

 

Spouse 
 

Government 
• LISC 
• Co-contribution 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EmployerSG will remain at 9.5% until 30/06/2021;  then increase by 0.5 percentage points each year until it reaches 12% on 1/7/2025Standard additional –	BCC = 4.5% (Total of 14%)				Regional = 2.5% (Total of 12%)Extra additional -		Townsville CC = extra 1% (Total of 13%)				Gympie RC = extra 0.5% (Total of 12.5%)				Scenic Rim RC = extra 0.5% (Total of 12.5%) Member has choice of …………….		Pre-tax  or 	Post-taxStandard -		Regional Accum	6%		6%			Regional DB		7.05882%	6%			BCC			5.89% 	5% Additional - 	Choice pre or post tax Spouse Must be post-tax contributionIf spouse under age 65, no work testIf spouse over age 65, work test appliesIf spouse earns <$13,800p.a.:Tax offset may be available on up to first $3,000Maximum offset is $540 p.a. – 18% offset available if spouse earns <$10,800p.a. Government Co-contribution:Govt contributes 50c per $1 of post-tax contribution from memberMaximum benefit $500 if earning <$36,021p.a. partial payment up to $51,021 p.a. (Figures for 2016/17)Automatic payment to super fund after submitting a tax returnLow income super contribution (LISC):Introduced in 2012Applies if income <$37,000 p.a.Refund of 15% contributions tax Maximum payment $500 p.a.Automatic payment  to super fundLISC will not be available after 30 June 2017.



Contribution comparison 

Example 1 After tax Salary sacrifice 

Annual salary  $80,000  $80,000 

6% member contribution  $4,800  $4,080* 

Taxable income  $80,000  $75,200 

Less PAYG tax (incl Medicare)  $19,147  $17,491 

Take home pay  $56,053  $57,710 

*Please note that in this example, the net salary sacrifice contributions are $4,080 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of being able to maximise your superannuation contributions through salary sacrifice. We can now look at an example for a member that is on an annual salary of $80,000.The example shows how salary sacrifice results in less tax payable and in this example, more take home pay. The increase in take home pay can then be used to make additional contributions to Super. If contributions are paid from after tax income, a salary sacrifice arrangement will generally mean additional contributions can be made without affecting take home pay. Contributions that are paid from after tax income, have already been taxed at the individual’s marginal tax rate. Contributions that are salary sacrificed are paid before-tax and 15% tax is deducted when paid into super. *Please note that in this example, the net salary sacrifice contributions are $4,080So, if you are a 40 year old woman with a Super balance of $100,000 and you salary sacrifice the additional take home pay to Super, your Super will have approximately $46,000 more at retirement than if you maintained the post tax contributions in the example.LGIAsuper has a contributions optimiser calculator on our website and our phone advice team are an additional source of support to help grow your Super.



Contribution caps 

Concessional 

Under age 50 Age 50 plus 

Contribution cap $30,000* $35,000* 

Employer Salary sacrifice Deductible 

* Proposed budget changes include reducing the concessional contributions 
cap to $25,000 per financial year from 1 July 2017, for all individuals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concessional cap - 2016/17Under 50 $30,000 p.a.Age 50 plus  $35,000 p.a.The government has proposed to reduce the concessional contributions cap to $25,000 per financial year from 1 July 2017, for all individuals. However, this is yet to be legislated.Exceeding the capexcess contributions count towards the non-concessional contribution capcontributions above cap taxed at Marginal Tax Rate plus interest chargeHigh income earnersFor those earning over $300,000 p.a. an additional 15% contribution tax is payable e.g concessional contributions are effectively taxed at 30%.The government has proposed to lower the threshold and apply to individuals earning $250,000 p.a from 1 July 2017. However, this is yet to be legislated.



Contribution caps 

Non-concessional 

Under age 65 Age 65 plus 

Contribution cap 
$180,000* 

Bring forward rule 
$540,000 over 3 years 

$180,000* 

After tax Spouse 

* Proposed budget changes include reducing the non-concessional 
contributions cap to $100,000 per financial year or $300,000 over 3 years under 
the bring forward rule from 1 July 2017. 
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Presentation Notes
Non-concessional cap 2016/17Under 65 - $180,000 p.a. or bring forward rule maximum $540,000 over three year periodOver 65 – 74 - $180,000 each year and work test must be metThe government has proposed to reduce the non-concessional contributions cap to $100,000 per financial year or $300,000 over 3 years under the bring forward rule from 1 July 2017. However, this is yet to be legislated. No NCC contributions will be allowed once the proposed $1.6 million transfer cap has been reached.Exceeding the capOption to have excess contributions refunded (within 60 days of notification) Contributions above the cap that remain in the fund are taxed at 49% (including Medicare Levy)



Investing your super 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding how your Super is invested is important as we all have different goals, investment time horizons and risk tolerance levels.



Diversification  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk is something that we assess and manage every day, with most decisions that we make.  It involves weighing up the likelihood  of the risk occurring and the consequences if that risk is realised vs the benefit if it is not.   The same applies when we invest – it’s all about managing risk.  One of the most common methods of investment risk management is diversification – i.e. not putting all of your eggs in one basket.  Shares:Investing in shares is investing in some of the largest companies both in Australia and around the world. People invest in shares with the objective of generating wealth through potential share price growth, via income paid as dividends or combination of both. The two main categories are Australian Shares (listed on ASX) and International Shares We also diversify across different industries, some examples are: Telstra (Telecommunications), WESTPAC, CBA, (Finance), APPLE, MICROSOFT (Information technology). This further diversifies the portfolio as companies will perform differently over time. As you can see we are investing in some large companies that we all know and trust. Property:LGsuper does not invest in direct property, we invest in large property developments including Shopping Centres, Office Buildings and Retirement villages.( show picture of a property we are invested in) The focus of our property investment is to secure investment with strong rental income/yields and low vacancy rates.Cash:Cash is money in the bank and money invested short term securities/deposits traded on the short term money market. Fixed interest:Fixed interest investments are loans with different amount of interest to be paid over different periods that are lent to borrowers like government and large companies These as asset classes that we can choose to invest in singly. As a super fund has large amounts of money to invest and using economies of scale we can invest in a range of other investments to help diversify and spread the risk. One example of this is Infrastructure Infrastructure:These are large-scale physical assets that provide essential services or products to communities and economies here and around the globe. Some examples include roads, bridges, ports, car parks, power stations and water treatment plants.  Infrastructure assets are less exposed to the volatility and risks associated with share markets and tend to provide more stable investment returns, protection from inflation and reliable long term cash-flow streams. 



MySuper Lifecycle 

Strategic asset allocation 

Australian shares 

International shares 

Property 

Infrastructure 

Other 

Fixed interest 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DiversificationAs discussed, a risk management technique that mixes a wide variety of investments within a portfolio. The rationale behind this technique contends that a portfolio of different kinds of assets classes will, on average, yield higher returns and pose a lower risk than any individual investment found within the portfolio. “spreading investment risk” The MySuper option for people under age 75 currently has the same asset allocation as the Diversified Growth option.  From age 75, the default option changes and currently has the same asset allocation as LGsuper’s Balanced option.Each of LGsuper’s ready-made options have been designed to achieve the maximum level of return for the level of risk taken.  Ready-made options also have the advantage that the investment is automatically re-balanced to align with the strategic asset allocation.MySuper (under 75) Asset Allocation				SAA %	Ranges %Return-seeking assets 	88.5 	81.0–96.0Australian shares 		14.3	6.8-21.8International shares 	33.5 	26-41Property 			15.0 	7.5–22.5Infrastructure 		7.7 	0.2–15.2Other 				18.0 	10.5–25.5Commodities 		0 	0–7.5Risk-controlling assets 11.5 	4.0–19.0Fixed Interest 		11.5 	4.0–19.0Cash 				0 	0–5.0



Your options 

Ready-made 

Single asset 

Socially responsible 

Presenter
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LGIAsuper offers a range of ready-made options which are diversified across a mix of asset classes and each is designed to suit a particular type of investor/risk profile. The MySuper lifecycle investment options is one of our readymade options and the strategic asset allocation changes when a member turns age 75. LGsuper’s MySuper Lifestyle – under 75 option (the default option for non-pension members under age 75) invests mainly in return-seeking assets, with risk reducing through diversification that includes some fixed interest (bond) investments.  For members who want to select specific asset classes, single asset class options are available.LGsuper also offers two Socially responsible options that take into account labour standards or environmental, social or ethical considerations when making investment decisions.  Ready made options:AggressiveDiversified Growth  (previous default for under 75)Balanced (previous default for over 75)StableDefensive  We also have Single asset class options for those members who want to mix and match options to build their own investment strategy.  Single asset options:International shareAustralian sharePropertyDiversified Fixed InterestCashSocially responsible options:SR BalancedSR Australian Shares



What to consider 

Timeframe 

Understand return 

and volatility 

Risk tolerance 

Presenter
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Not everyone’s approach to investing is the same. Depending on your attitude towards risk and the time frame you have to invest, what suits you is likely to differ from the next person. When investing there will always be some risk. The risk that often comes to mind is the possibility of losing some of your money when share markets decline, or when currency exchange rates or interest rates change. But there is another risk—the risk that the value of your investment won’t keep up with inflation and will lose purchasing power over time.Investment options with higher proportions invested in return-seeking assets, such as shares and property, generally provide higher returns that outpace inflation over the long term than those with more invested in risk‑controlling assets like cash or fixed interest. In return for higher investment earnings though, you have a higher short-term risk of loss, as these investments regularly rise and fall in value. Understand return and volatility– usually the longer the timeframe of the investment, the more tolerant the investor is of fluctuation in markets.  Whereas when time frame is shorter – fluctuations can have a much greater impact.As people approach retirement, there is likely to be some money that they are investing for the short-term (i.e. money to provide cash-flow in the first few years of retirement and there may be lump sums that are withdrawn to pay debt or spend), some that they are investing for the medium term and some that will be invested for the long term (i.e. 10 years plus).  With average life expectancy in the mid 80’s, there is a likelihood that if someone retires at age 65, they will require their investments to generate income for 20 to 30 years.Consider how long you have got until you need the money, this will demonstrate whether you have time for markets to recover if in growth options.Consider how you would react (and consider how you did react) during recent and previous periods of volatility.  Comment that when retired these events generally are likely to have a more significant affect emotionally and psychologically so prepare a strategy in advance so you don’t have to react later when market downturns or market corrections are happening.Consider whether you would benefit from adopting a different strategy with future contributions.  Examples could be being more aggressive through market downturns or directing to more conservative options in lead up to retirement. Risk is the chance an investment won't give you the outcomes you want. For example, you expect your investment to grow but its value falls. Or you expect regular interest of a particular amount but returns fall.  It's impossible to avoid all risks when you invest. Higher potential returns usually come with higher risks. Where the lower the risk, the lower the likely rate of return. The important thing is to understand the risks and then keep within a level you are comfortable with. Risk tolerance – return expectation will be tempered by tolerance of risk – i.e. fluctuation in returns, reaction to negative returns, understanding of investment markets, life stage, etc. Return expectation – what does your money need to earn for you?  (realistic outlook). How comfortable are you with frequency and severity of potential negative returns. Risk – sleep test: your comfort level in potential risk. Depending on what point in life you are at, may influence this decision. Some considerations: The likely investment returns of your chosen investmentThe levels of risk you are takingHow long you are investing forIf you’re selecting more than one investment option, the overall asset allocation and risk profile Personal advice to assist in the decision makingRemember with all investments – short term market events shouldn’t need to cause a change of strategy.  Beware of fear and greed!Secret is to get rich slowly – but start as early as you can. 



Protect yourself and 
your family 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you were to pass away, suffer a total and permanent disability or be unable to work due to sickness or injury, how would it affect you, your family and your lifestyle?Life, Total Permanent Disability and Income Protection will afford you and your loved ones some degree of financial relief should the unexpected happen.



Default cover 

Default cover automatically accepted 
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• Waiting 
period 
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n • 90 day 
wait 

• 2 year  
benefit 

• 75% of 
salary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Members who join through local government employment will receive default levels of Death & TPD cover upon joining LGIAsuper (excludes spouse accounts who can apply for cover upon joining). The calculation of default cover  is based on salary and the members aged.The default cover is unit based cover means if you maintain the same number of units your premium will remain the same and the value of insurance cover will reduce each year.Members can apply to fix their level of cover, and premiums will increase with each year in age. It’s important to assess the requirement for insurance to ensure that we have appropriate levels of cover. Unit based cover is a common method of providing group life cover. With unit based cover it also prevents high insurance premiums eroding our account balance. In light of this unit based cover does not suit every one and we allow members to fix the cover if that is more suitable for their circumstances.Full time employees who join a LGIAsuper will automatically receive income protection, which provides cover for 75% of salary for up to 2 years and the default waiting period is 90 days.This means if you are injured or become ill you will need to be off work for 90 days before you can claim. You can apply to reduce the waiting period to 30 or 60 or you can apply to extend the waiting period to 120, 180 or 395 days.When you shorten the wait period, premiums will increase and vice versa if you lengthen the waiting period your premium will reduce.The default cover is automatic and members don’t need to apply for this level of cover.



Tailor your cover 

Cover to suit you 

Occupational risk 

How much is enough? 

Beneficiaries 

Presenter
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Cover to suit your needs: In their report, Australia’s Investment and Financial Services Association (IFSA) recommend that if you have dependents you should have a level of life insurance that will allow your family to reduce debt to zero and provide an income for your family equivalent to 75% of your current disposable income for 7 years. If you are totally & permanently disabled your needs are likely to be much higher to cover a lifetime worth of lost income plus your spouse’s should they take the role of carer. (examples provided in the Insurance guide & Insurance needs calculator on LGsuper website)Members of LGIAsuper can choose to increase or decrease the amount of cover to suit their circumstances.Occupational Risk:All members are accepted as standard occupational risk. Members can apply to change their risk rating: Low Risk:If you work in a low-risk job you might be in anadministrative or clerical type role and spend at least80% of your total working time in an office or similarenvironment carrying out office-based dutiesProfessional Risk:a) You are a professional white-collar worker with auniversity degree qualification relevant to your field(e.g. lawyer, doctor, solicitor, accountant, any memberof a professional institute or a member registeredby a government body) and you spend at least 80%of your total working time in an office or similarenvironment carrying out those office based duties;or(b) You are an executive or senior managerialwhite-collar worker employed by an independentemployer earning an annual salary package inexcess of $100,000 (including any superannuationcontributions made by, or on behalf of, youremployer) and you spend at least 80% of your totalworking time in an office or similar environmentcarrying out those office based duties.How much is enough:Discuss Insurance needs calculatorDiscuss having enough cover if the unexpected occurs



Nominate a beneficiary 

Presenter
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Did you know that superannuation does not form part of your estate? That’s why it is so important to nominate a beneficiary on your super fund so you have peace of mind who your super will pass to in the event of your death.



Beneficiaries 

Nominations can be 
Preferred 
Binding 
Reversionary 
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There are three options available to you in relation to how this nomination will apply:Preferred – a preferred nomination beneficiary nomination is a guide to how you would like your benefit distributed in the event of your death. LGIAsuper is legally required to identify all of your dependants and pay your benefit according to rules set out in the LGIAsuper Trust Deed. Binding – a binding death benefit nomination legally binds LGIAsuper to pay your death benefit to your nominated beneficiary or beneficiaries, provided your nomination is valid at the time it is created and at the time of your death. This type of beneficiary nomination suits those who want more control or who have specific requirements or complex family situations (e.g. ex-partner/s or children of current & former relationships). A Binding nomination is valid for a maximum of 3 years & we will notify you prior to it’s expiry. Reversionary – nomination of a reversionary beneficiary will allow the income stream to continue to be paid and directed to your beneficiary (generally your spouse). Limitations apply to non dependants and adult children“it’s better to have a nomination in place and your wishes followed & ease the burden of loved ones” 



In summary 
 

Make and maintain a budget 
Consolidate your 
superannuation and review 
your contribution arrangements  

Review investments 

Protect yourself and your family 

Nominate a beneficiary 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, the 5 key actions to get you started are:Make and maintain a budgetConsolidate Super and start contributingReview investmentsProtect yourself and your familyNominate a beneficiary



Helping you grow 

Information 

Personalised advice – over 

the phone and face to face 

Website: lgiasuper.com.au 

Email: info@lgiasuper.com.au 

Phone: 1800 444 396 
 

Getting the right advice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LGIAsuper’s Advice Team specialise in retirement planning and can provide members with professional advice suited to their needs. 

mailto:info@lgiasuper.com.au


Presenter
Presentation Notes
LGIAsuper is now on social media:You can see updates and content on:FacebookInstagramLinkedinYou TubeTwitter

https://www.lgiasuper.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/lgiasuper
https://www.instagram.com/lgiasuper
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lgiasuper
https://www.youtube.com/user/LGsuperfund
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